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Abstract: Fire is a significant threat to human life and civil infrastructures. Builders and architects
are hankering for safer and sustainable alternatives of concrete that do not compromise with their
design intent or fire safety requirements. The aim of the present work is to improve the residual
compressive performance of concrete in the post-fire exposure, by incorporating by-products from
urban residues. Based on sustainability and circular economy motivations, the attention is focused
on rubber tire fly ash, aged brick powder, and plastic (PET) bottle residuals used as partial sand
replacement. The selected by-products from urban residues are used for the preparation of CementBased Composites (CBCs) in two different proportions (10 % and 15 %). The thermal CBC behaviour
is thus investigated under realistic fire scenarios (i.e., Direct Flame (DF) for 1 hour (1h)), by following
the ISO 834 standard provisions, but necessarily resulting in non-uniform thermal exposure for the
cubic specimens. The actual thermal exposure is further explored with a Finite Element (FE) model,
giving evidence of thermal boundaries effects. The post-fire residual compressive strength of heated
concrete and CBC samples is hence experimentally derived, and compared to unheated specimens
in ambient conditions. From the experimental study, the enhanced post-fire performance of CBCs
with PET bottle residual is generally found superior to other CBCs or concrete. The structureproperty relation is also established, with the support of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
micrographs. Based on existing empirical models of literature for the prediction of the compressive
or residual compressive strength of standard concrete, newly developed empirical relations for both
concrete and CBCs are assessed.
Keywords: Concrete; Cement-Based Composites (CBCs); compressive strength; fire exposure;
thermal boundaries; Finite Element (FE) numerical modelling; empirical formulations.

1. Introduction
A fuss of consistent unfortunate fire disasters has highlighted the vigorous need of using safer
structural materials [1]. Concrete is safer under fire due to non-combustibility and low thermal
conductivity in comparison to other widely used construction materials such as glasses [2, 3], steel
[4], composites [5], and wood [6]. However, the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of
concrete deteriorate due to fire exposure [7, 8]. The structural and occupant safety in fire depends on
behaviour of concrete, thus, the performance of concrete under elevated temperature is extensively
investigated [9-12]. The performance of concrete under elevated temperature deteriorates due to
thermal incompatibility of constituents, aggregate and cement paste interface debonding, aggregate
deformation, CSH gel disruption, cement paste chemical transformation and internal pressure
resulted from entrapped steam [13]. The higher concrete grade suffers higher strength loss [14]. The
heating rate and time of exposure affects concrete performance in fire [15]. The concrete suffers
negligible up to 200 °C as only free water evaporates (exceptions are also reported [16]), at 300 °C
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bounded water starts evaporating, thus, CHS starts irreversibly dehydrating. At 400 °C, the strength
of concrete further deteriorates, however the residual compressive strength does not suffer much
[17]. At 530 °C, Ca(OH)2 converts into CaO, which results in shrinkage of cement paste 33 % by
volume [18]. The compressive strength of concrete can hence reduce down to 90 % at 750 °C [19]. A
multitude of parameters, however, like the nature and setup of the experiments, or the mix design
parameters, highly govern these findings [15].
The performance of concrete depends on fillers and adhesives at normal and elevated
temperature [20]. A number of SCMs can be used in for improving the fire performance of concrete
[21]. The inclusion of suitable filler may prevent thermally induced explosive spalling if their melting
temperature is lower than the temperature at which explosive spalling occurs [15]. The melted fillers
could be absorbed by the matrix resulting in a conduit left for steam. A further permeable network
could be created that would allow outward migration of steam for sinking the pore pressure.
The first objective of the present study is to assess and support the use of waste and harmful
materials as fillers for improving the post-fire residual performance of standard concrete. Some
studies of literature [26-31] are dedicated to the assessment of specific properties and effects of
concrete-based solutions inclusive of PET residuals, with some efforts for the expected post-fire
performance [32]. However, the cited documents are often related to standard methods and
procedures, that often do not reproduce a real boundary condition for the tested materials.
To this aim, the rubber fly ash and Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) plastic bottle residual and
aged brick powder are used in this paper for the prepared CBCs. Moreover, a special attention is
spent for the realistic thermal exposure of cubic samples in fire conditions. In general, the standard
ISO 834 thermal history (or a fixed rate of heating) is in fact imposed for different time durations in
dedicated furnaces, in order to expose the investigated specimens to elevated temperature [15, 22].
In few cases only, the concrete specimens have been exposed to real flame [23].
As such, this research study focuses on the performance of CBCs under 1 hour (1h) in Direct
Flame (DF) thermal exposure. A brief description of materials and methods is presented in Section 2.
The final objective of this work is in fact to compare the residual compressive strength of concrete
and CBCs specimens, after subjecting the samples to non-uniform, realistic fire exposure. To this aim,
it is well known that Finite Element (FE) numerical models can be used to realistically predict the
thermo or mechanical (and even combined) behavior of concrete (or other general materials in fire
conditions). Reliable modelling strategies for concrete in fire are reported in [24, 25]. In this paper,
with the support of the ABAQUS /Standard computer software [33], the attention is focused on the
thermal boundaries and expected predictions for the tested cubic specimens, showing the potential
and limits of the FE method (Section 3). An additional support for the interpretation of test results is
derived from Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images. Finally, based on the experimental
observations, a set of empirical formulations are proposed in Section 4, for a reliable and efficient
prediction of the compressive mechanical parameters of the tested materials under elevated
temperature.
2. Experiments, materials and methods
2.1. Preparation of the specimens
A total of 126 cubical samples (three for every reading) were prepared for fire and compression
testing, by casting them in steel molds (150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm their size) with the assistance of
a vibrator. The samples were removed from the steel molds after 24 h and cured in water for 28 days
at room temperature (26-32 °C).
Some standard ASTM test procedures were thus followed for evaluating the physical properties
of concrete. The amount of Ordinary Portland cement (OPC), natural sand, aggregate (19 mm) and
water were 335 Kg/m3, 871 Kg/m3, 1083 Kg/m3, and 225 Kg/m3 respectively for the concrete cubes.
The water to cement ratio was 0.67. The OPC purchased from the local vendor complies with ASTM
C150 [34]. The natural sand and aggregate conform to ASTM C33-16 [35]. The specific gravity,
absorption, and loose density (Kg/m3) of natural sand and aggregate were 2.39 and 2.61, 1 % and 0.39
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%, 2002.4 and 1818.1, respectively. The CBC samples included of rubber fly ash or PET plastic bottle
residual or aged brick powder as a replacement for the natural sand in two different proportions, i.e.
10 % or 15 %. The particle size of the SCMs were less than 1.18 mm for aged brick powder and plastic
residual, and 90 µm for rubber fly ash obtained by the sieve analysis.
Table 1 presents, in accordance with [36], some basic mechanical properties for the material
components in use.
Table 1. Basic mechanical properties of concrete and CBC components in use.

Material
Cement
Fine Aggregate
Coarse Aggregate

Young Modulus
(GPa)
21.9
26.59
23.49

Density
(Kg/m3)
2050.3
1472
1434

Poisson’s Ratio
0.279
0.24
0.13

In this regard, it is worth mentioning that the PET residual was obtained from previous
experimental steps (Figure 1) in which bottles were burned for achieving added value products
(grease, useful chemicals). The residual in the reactor of Figure 1 (a) was thus converted into the
powder before it could be used for the tested CBCs (Figure 1 (b)). The rubber tyre fly ash was then
obtained after burning it, while the waste brick powder was used directly as urban residual.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Production process for the PET bottle residual: (a) waste plastic treatment retractor and (b)
PET bottle residual before crushing.

2.2. Fire and compression testing
All the specimens were heated in the furnace under 1h of DF exposure (Figure 2), following –
even for limited exposure time only – the general standardized provisions from the ISO 834 document
[37]. This resulted in the time-temperature furnace variation that is shown in Figure 3, as well as in a
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non-uniform temperature distribution on the surface and in the volume of each tested cube.
According to Figure 1 (c), finally, it can be perceived that the lateral faces of each cube are also
subjected to severe thermal exposure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2. Selected photographs of fire testing for the CBC specimens: (a) furnace view; (b) setup and
(c) heating stage, with (d) thermal loading scheme.

Figure 3. Experimentally measured time-temperature history in the furnace (1h in DF) and
corresponding standard ISO 834 fire curve.

In doing so, the surface temperature of the specimens was measured using an infrared
thermocouple, a thermal imaging camera and some additional K-type thermocouples. The
temperature increase was in fact recorded on all the faces of the tested cubes. For clarity of
presentation, the non-uniform surface temperature was then post-processed to obtain the average
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temperature at the center of each face. This measure is thus reported in this paper in terms of (see
also Figure 2 (d)):
•
T1, representing the average temperature in time at the center of the bottom (exposed) face;
•
T2, T3, T4, T5, being representative of the four side cube faces;
•
and T6, denoting the top face of each cube.
Successively, the standard compression testing machine in Figure 4 was used for evaluating the
compressive strength of each cube, in the post-fire scenario. As a reference, three cubes for each
material type and composition were also tested in compression at ambient temperature, and thus
compared after different thermal scenarios. During the compression tests, the imposed loading rate
was set in 3 kN/min.
Finally, SEM micrographs were collected for some of the fractured specimens, and used to
further explore and determine the reasons of failure, thus supporting the establishment of some
structure-property relationships.

Figure 4. Standard compression testing machine for the analysis of the post-fire compressive response
of heated concrete and CBC specimens.

2.3. Preliminary numerical assessment
At the preliminary stage of the study, some FE numerical simulations were carried out to
estimate the potential experimental outcomes. According to literature, FE models can represent an
efficient tool for the thermal and coupled thermo-mechanical analysis of various constructional
materials under elevated temperatures [2]. The real thermal boundaries, however, can be hardly to
numerically match, due to the use of several idealized assumptions that do not reflect an
experimental setup with its uncertainties. Moreover, these thermal boundaries and their effects are
strictly responsible of the mechanical performance for the tested materials, thus represent a first
crucial step.
In this paper, for both the investigated concrete and CBC cube samples, a preliminary set of FE
analyses was thus carried out in ABAQUS/ Standard [33]. The typical FE assembly, as proposed in
Figure 5, consisted of ¼th the nominal geometry of each sample, thus was numerically described in
the form of a prismatic volume with total nominal height of 150mm, and half base × width dimensions
(75 mm × 75 mm). The transient “heat transfer” solver approach from ABAQUS / Standard was taken
into account, so that the temperature evolution in time could be monitored in the solid elements. In
doing so, the basic assumptions were represented by the use of three-dimensional, 8-node solid brick
elements (heat transfer DC3D8 type, from ABAQUS library), with a structured mesh pattern (10 mm
the size).
The reference cube was hence exposed, on the bottom (T1) surface, to the temperature-time
history that was derived from the experimental records (Figure 3). In doing so, the thermal exposure
in time from the furnace was lumped on the T1 surface, as in the schematic representation of Figure
5 (b).
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(b)

Figure 5. Reference numerical model for the analysis of thermal distribution in concrete or CBC cube
samples under direct flame exposure (ABAQUS / Standard): (a) global assembly and (b) local setup.

As a first attempt to investigate the thermal behaviour of the tested cubes, besides the intrinsic
approximation of this numerical approach [38], nominal thermo-physical properties were taken into
account for modelling normal concrete. This numerical choice was intended to predict the
temperature distribution and evolution in the specimens, rather than a direct comparison with CBC
experimental measurements. As such, the emissivity was set in 0.7, while the heat transfer coefficient
for the exposed surface was defined in 25 W/m2K [39-41]. For the other surfaces not subjected to DF
exposure, the heat transfer coefficient was assumed in 8 W/m2K [39-41]. At the same time, the specific
heat and the conductivity variation with temperature was preliminary defined by accounting for
nominal material properties of standard concrete [39-41], given the lack of more refined material
characterizations for the cubic specimens object of study. These input data are shown in Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Reference input properties for the thermal numerical model (ABAQUS / Standard): (a)
specific heat and (b) conductivity variation with elevated temperature. Figures reproduced with
permission from [41], under the rules of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental fire exposure
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Figure 7 shows the average time-temperature variation of concrete, CBC with rubber fly ash,
CBC with brick powder, and CBC with PET bottle residual respectively. From Figure 7 (a), more in
detail, the temperature evolution on the cube faces directly exposed or unexposed is emphasized.
Through the experimental investigation, a rather stable fire scenario was observed and
measured for most of the specimens. This is confirmed in Figures 7 (b) and (c), where the average
time-temperature records for different concrete and CBC cube types are proposed at the bottom (T6)
or top surface (T1). The exception was represented by PET bottle specimens, with a lower
temperature peak for all the reference control points, compared to other specimen types.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Average time-temperature histories on different faces of the cubic volume for the tested
specimens: (a) standard concrete, and (b) T6 bottom surface or (c) T1 top surface for all the specimens

Moreover, the experimental setup typically coincided with a severe non-uniform temperature
distribution. This can be perceived from Figures 8 (a) to (c), where selected thermal images show the
temperature variation of CBC cubes under variable exposure time. In particular, it is worth
mentioning that the collected experimental measurements generally proved that the maximum and
the average temperatures of CBC cubes with PET bottle residuals were typically lower than other
types of CBC specimens. This was noticed on all the monitored faces, for an identical exposure time.
Such an effect may be due to low thermal conductivity of the residuals in use (i.e., Figure 1).
From the numerical analysis of a typical CBC cube, the temperature distribution was found to
agree with Figure 8 (d), where the contour plot of temperatures (external view of 1/4 th of cube) is
shown after 1h in DF. From the qualitative comparison of the experimental thermal images and the
numerical contour plot in Figure 8 (d), it can be easily noticed a partial agreement only for the
proposed temperature distributions. The numerical model, more in detail, lacks of unsymmetrical
effects due to the idealized thermal exposure of the T1 bottom surface. Besides the experimental
temperature-time history of Figure 2 is used for the FE numerical analyses, moreover, another weak
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point is represented by the underestimation of thermal effects on the lateral faces of each cube,
compared to the experimental specimens. This results from the same idealized thermal loading
condition for the FE model in Figure 4, and namely neglecting the radiant heating effects on the lateral
faces of the specimens. As far as the temperature distribution is further explored in the volume of the
FE model (see the view cuts in Figure 9), it can be also perceived a progressive underestimation of
thermal effects for the overall compressive mechanical response of the tested specimens.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Temperature variation of CBC cubes under DF (T1 surface): experimental results after (a) 20
min ,(b) 30 min or (c) 40 min of heating and (d) corresponding numerical contour plot for a nominal
concrete cube (1/4th of the cube, ABAQUS / Standard, external view of the cube). Temperature values
in °C.

In order to further assess the effects of numerical thermal boundaries on the predicted
temperature distributions for the tested specimens, as a limit condition, the FE analysis was further
repeated by assuming replacing the T1 thermal exposure of Figure 4 with a uniform thermal exposure
for the base and lateral faces of the cube. As such, the T1, and T2-to-T5 surfaces were uniformly
subjected to the experimental temperature-time history of Figure 2.
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The final result is proposed in Figure 10, where it is possible to notice that such a limit thermal
boundary still does not march the experimental setup, and manifests in a severe overestimation of
the expected temperatures in the volume (with a consequent premature degradation of material
properties at elevated temperatures).

(c)

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 9. Temperature variation for concrete cubes under 1h in DF (ABAQUS / Standard), with
evidence os section cuts in the height of specimens: (a) 25 mm, (b) 50 mm, (c) 75 mm, (d) 100 mm and
(e) 125 mm. Temperature values in °C. T1 surface under uniform thermal exposure.

(c)

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 10. Temperature variation for concrete cubes under 1h in DF (ABAQUS / Standard), with
evidence of section cuts in the height of specimens: (a) 25 mm, (b) 50 mm, (c) 75 mm, (d) 100 mm and
(e) 125 mm. Temperature values in °C. T1 and T2-to-T5 surfaces under uniform thermal exposure.

3.2. Post-fire compressive resistance
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Tables 2 and 3 give the average compressive strength and residual compressive strength (with
negligible standard deviation) after 1h heating of both concrete and CBC samples (with 10 % and 15
% the proportion of urban residues) following the ISO 834 under DF. In general, it is recommended
by the reference standards that the tested samples should be kept for a long thermal exposure
(generally 2-3 hours), so that they could be uniformly heated throughout. However, in the present
study, the tested samples were kept at 200, 400, 600, and 800 °C for 1h in the furnace, under the
heating rate schematized in Figures 2-3. This allows a comparison between different heating effects,
especially in terms of compressive strength of CBC samples, compared to the concrete specimens.
Table 2, in this regard, reflects that at ambient temperature (27 °C, thus without heating) the
compressive strength of concrete was generally highest that CBCs, which is followed in the order by
CBCs with aged brick powder, CBCs with PET bottle residual and CBCs with rubber tire fly ash.
Figure 11, accordingly, presents the percentage variation of compressive strength, under different
heating exposures, compared to the ambient condition.
The non-uniform fire exposure due to real flame resulted in a significantly higher reduction in
compressive strength, compared to the samples exposed to ISO 834 heating, and this outcome was
proved for every type of specimens. This difference should be due to higher temperature exposure
in certain region nearby bottom face of the samples in case of real flame exposure. Weakening of
directly exposed regions to fire caused higher damage due to loss of bounded water and conversion
of Ca(OH)2 into CaO. In case of furnace heating of the samples, the duration of high temperature
heating is lesser than the real fire exposure. Non uniform stresses and strain resulted due to
considerable thermal gradient could be an additional reason for lesser compressive strength in case
of real flame heating. It is worth mentioning that the residual compressive strength of concrete and
CBC samples are comparatively higher than the standard provisions, due to the shorter exposure
duration that is accounted in present work (Figures 11 (c) and (d)). It is also evident that the residual
compressive strength for CBC samples having 15 % proportion of urban residues have lower
compressive and residual compressive strength for all the types of samples. This can be noticed in
Figure 12 for 1h heating in DF.
Table 2. Compressive strength (MPa) of concrete and CBC samples after heating following ISO 834
or 1h in Direct Flame (DF)

Compressive strength
(MPa)
Concrete

CBC
Rubber fly ash

Brick powder

PET bottle

Temperature (°C) /
Urban residues proportion (%)

-

10

15

10

15

10

15

27 (ambient)

19.51

18.64

18.2

19.33

19.11

18.68

18.64

200

18.44

18.2

17.9

18.4

17.96

17.4

17.11

400

15.24

15.62

15.55

15.11

15.02

16.78

16.63

600

10.78

11.01

10.66

10.66

9.99

13.21

13.11

800

6.11

7.9

7.3

6.2

5.86

12.99

11.87

1h in DF

5.77

7.11

6.98

5.76

5.11

9.66

8.96
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Variation of relative compressive strength for concrete or CBCs samples, based on (a) 10 %
or (b) 15 % urban residues proportion, as a function of different heating conditions, and (c)-(d) typical
trend for normal / high strength concrete, as a function of temperature. Figures (c) and (d) are
reproduced with permission from [41], under the rules of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

Figure 11. Percentage variation of relative compressive strength for concrete or CBCs cube samples,
after 1h in DF.
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Table 3, finally, gives the values of Young’s Modulus Ec for concrete and CBC samples with PET
bottle residual at 10 % (herein after defined as “CBC-PET10”), as calculated after heating the cubes
following ISO 834 or 1h in DF. According to Figure 13, it is possible to perceive a MoE percentage
reduction in the order of 90 % and 80 % for concrete or CBC-PET10 specimens respectively, after 1h
in DF. The MoE variation with temperature is indeed discussed more in detail in Section 4, with the
support and development of reliable empirical models.
Table 3. Young’s modulus (MPa) of concrete and CBC-PET10 specimens after heating (following the
ISO 834 provisions and 1h in Direct Flame (DF))

Young’s modulus Ec
(MPa)
Temperature (°C)

Concrete

CBC-PET10

27 (ambient)

14941.75

14489.80

200
400
600
800
1h in DF

5311.78
2803.67
1773.64
782.349
756.99

5113.20
3276.07
2378.92
2182.86
2101.76

Figure 13. Percentage variation of MoE for concrete or CBC-PET10 cube samples, after 1h in DF.

3.3. Fracture behaviour
Figure 14 shows the photographs of samples heated in furnace and real flame. CBCs having PET
bottle residual have shown considerably better performance and least weight loss due to fire. For an
insight into the reason of this behaviour and establishing structure-property relationship SEM
micrographs of fractured samples were studied.
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800°C

(a)

(b)
Figure 14. Photographs of (a) samples heated in furnace (b) samples subjected to direct flame
exposure.

Figure 15 shows the SEM images of sample taken from the region near bottom face of fractured
CBC samples having rubber fly ash. The SEM images clearly reflects the micro cracks, deformed CH
and CHS, and dehydrated CHS phase. The pozzolanic reactivity between the paste and aggregate
seems higher at high temperature in these samples [26]. Figure 16 shows the SEM images of fractured
CBC with PET bottle residual. It is evident from the SEM micrographs that in these specimens the
interface zone is constricted. Moreover, the crack less interface between different phases is still left.
However, micro-cracks are also visible at occasions but they are considerably lesser and smaller in
size than the cracks appeared in CBCs with rubber tire fly ash. In the earlier reported studies, PET
waste inclusion have resulted in deterioration of mechanical properties of concrete [27-31]. However,
the performance of concrete with PET waste during ISO 834 exposure shown a comparable response
but the temperature during heating was higher for CBC with PET waste than the concrete due to
porous network formation [32]. The usage of PET residual has resulted in lesser deterioration in
compressive strength and residual compressive strength in comparison to PET waste due to ISO 834
heat exposed [32]. Figure 17 shows the SEM images of fractured CBC with brick powder. The micro
cracks, deformed and dehydrated CHS phase are visible. A comparison of the SEM micrographs of
three types of CBCs revel the minimum damage in the microstructure of CBC with PET bottle
residual. However, a further investigation is required to determine most suitable proportion of the
PET bottle residual in concrete. The SEM micrographs establish the reasons of superior residual
compressive strength of CBCs with PET but physics and chemistry behind the lesser damage requires
further intensive investigation.
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Figure 17. SEM images of fractured CBCs having brick powder.

4.

Experimental derivation of empirical formulations

4.1. Time-temperature evolution
In the literature, there are several models for predicting residual compressive strength, see for
example [42-45]. However, the common aspect of most of the cited models is that they have been
originally proposed for longer thermal exposure (> 1h), as also recommended by ISO 834 to ensure
uniform heating throughout the examined concrete samples. These literature models show,
consequently, a comparatively lower residual strength for the tested specimens, due to severe heating
stage. As far as different thermal boundary conditions are taken into account, their validity is
questionable.
In this regard, Figures 18 (a) and (b) shows the empirical model for time-temperature (max.)
prediction during real flame heating for concrete and CBC with 10 % PET residual specimens,
respectively. The empirical variation of temperature in time is obtained from the average of the
collected experimental measurements, where the fitting curves are respectively proposed as:
0.0028𝑡 3 − 0.353𝑡 2 + 22.90𝑡 + 39.63
𝑇(𝑡) = {
0.0024𝑡 3 − 0.344𝑡 2 + 22.88𝑡 + 33.76
with T in °C and t in minutes.

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝐵𝐶 − 𝑃𝐸𝑇10

(1)
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(b)

Figure 18. Experimental derivation of an empirical model (Equation (1)) for the time-temperature
variation under DF heating for (a) concrete or (b) CBC-PET10 specimens.

4.2. Residual compressive strength and MoE
Among the available CBC specimens, the CBC-PET10 samples were found to have the maximum
residual strength, and thus were further assessed in their mechanical properties with respect to the
concrete specimens. The attention was focused on both the residual compressive strength and the
corresponding MoE.
Figures 19 (a) and (b), in this regard, show the empirical models for predicting the residual
compressive strength of concrete and CBC-PET10, after 1h of thermal exposure. These models are
valid for temperature range and exposure time investigated in the present work. Any intermediate
value can be predicted efficiently with these models for concrete and CBC-PET10.
The model established in the present work, in this regard, effectively predicts the residual
compressive strength for heating up to one hour. Figure 19 reflects that the models are a good match
to the available experimental data.
1

𝑓(𝑡) = {

(2.88−1.52×10−6 𝑡 2)−2.81

19.35𝑡

(−1.78×10−7 𝑡 2.06)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒

(2)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝐵𝐶 − 𝑃𝐸𝑇10

with f(t) in MPa and t in minutes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Experimental derivation of an empirical model (Equation (2)) for the compressive strength
variation under 1h in DF (ISO 834), as obtained for (a) concrete or (b) CBC-PET10 specimens.
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Figures 20 (a) and (b) give the empirical models for the MoE variation, for concrete and CBCPET10 specimens in ISO 834 heating. The developed models are in line with the experimental data
for concrete and CBC-PET10.
55.75𝑡 −0.24 − 10.67
𝐸𝑐 (𝑡) = {
31.34𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.0024𝑡 − 0.16𝑡 0.5 )

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝐵𝐶 − 𝑃𝐸𝑇10

(3)

with Ec in GPa and t in minutes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Derivation of an empirical model for the MoE variation (Equation (3)) in ISO 834 heating
for (a) concrete and (b) CBC-PET10 specimens, respectively.

4.3. Compressive stress-strain constitutive laws at elevated temperature
In the literature, a number of empirical models are available for predicting the stress-stain
behaviour of concrete at elevated temperature, both in tension and compression [42-45]. However,
most of them are valid for specific design applications, or for particular composition of concrete
constituents. Finally, their common aspect is that all those models are calibrated and validated for
longer heating duration for concrete, as described in ISO 834.
In the present work, the earlier established compressive stress-stain relations are thus modified
and adapted both to concrete and CBC-PET10 specimens for 1-hour of ISO 834 heating. Among the
available literature models, the basic empirical equations are derived and further adapted to the
examined specimens.
In the proposed Equations (4)-(7), more in detail, for a given temperature T (in °C) the following
parameters are introduced:
•
𝑓𝑐𝑇 represents the compressive stress at elevated temperature (in MPa),
′
•
𝑓𝑐𝑇
is the compressive strength at elevated temperature (in MPa),
•
𝜖0𝑇 and 𝜖𝑐𝑇 the strain at ambient temperature or under elevated temperature, respectively, and
•
𝑓𝑐′ is the compressive strength at ambient temperature (in MPa).
The final result takes thus the form of an empirical model in which fcT can be expressed as:
′
𝑓𝑐𝑇
[1 − (

𝑓𝑐𝑇 = {

′
𝑓𝑐𝑇
[1 − (

𝜖0𝑇 −𝜖𝑐𝑇 2
𝜖0𝑇

) ]

𝜖0𝑇 −𝜖𝑐𝑇 2
3𝜖0𝑇

) ]

𝜖𝑐𝑇 ≤ 𝜖0𝑇
(4)
𝜖𝑐𝑇 ≥ 𝜖0𝑇

where:
𝑓𝑐′ (1 − 0.0004 𝑇)
′
𝑓𝑐𝑇
= {𝑓𝑐′ (1.44 − 0.00145 𝑇)
0
and:

𝑇 ≤ 500 °𝐶
500 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 900 °𝐶
𝑇 ≥ 900 °𝐶

(5)
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+ 0.21 × 10−4 (𝑇 − 20) − 1.1 × 10−8 (𝑇 − 20)2

(6)

with Eci the MoE.
Figure 21 shows the stress-strain diagram for concrete at elevated temperature. The diagram is
in line with the collected experimental values of compressive strength and modulus of elasticity, at
different temperatures.

Figure 21. Compressive stress-strain curve for concrete under elevated temperature (1h in DF,
following ISO 834 provisions). In evidence with white dots, the maximum peak for each thermal
scenario.

Further, the stress-strain relations for CBC-PET10 at elevated temperature (1h heating in DF) are
given in Equations (7)-(8), where:
𝑓𝑐′ (1 − 0.00038 𝑇)
𝑓 ′ (1.44 − 0.0012 𝑇)
′
𝑓𝑐𝑇
= { 𝑐′
𝑓𝑐 (1.44 − 0.00095 𝑇)
0

𝑇 ≤ 500 °𝐶
500 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 700 °𝐶
700 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 900 °𝐶
𝑇 ≥ 900 °𝐶

(7)

and:
𝜖0𝑇 =

2𝑓𝑐′
𝐸𝑐𝑖

+ 0.21 × 10−4 (𝑇 − 20) − 1.2 × 10−8 (𝑇 − 20)2

(8)

Figure 22 shows the stress-strain curve for CBC-PET10 at elevated temperature heated for one
hour, following ISO 834.
Finally, Figure 23 presents the stress-strain peaks from the experimental / empirical constitutive
laws of concrete or CBC-PET10 cubes under various thermal scenarios. Again, it is possible to
perceive an improve post-fire residual performance of CBC specimens, compared to standard
concrete cubes, thus suggesting their potential for safe fire design purposes.
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Figure 22. Compressive stress-strain curve for CBC-PET10 under elevated temperature (1h heating in
DF, following ISO 834 provisions). In evidence with white dots, the maximum peak for each thermal
scenario.

Figure 22. Post-fire compressive response of concrete and CBC-PET10 specimens under elevated
temperature. Evolution with temperature of the maximum stress-strain peaks for the experimental /
empirical constitutive laws.

5.

Conclusions

The present work reported on the effects of fire on the residual compressive strength of concrete
and other sustainable alternatives of concrete, made of by-products urban residuals. The performance
of concrete and cement-based composites (CBCs) was investigated during non-uniform direct flame
and standard ISO 834 fire exposure. The thermal experimental findings were then further explored
with the support of Finite Element (FE) investigations. Following are the significant conclusions of
this work,
•
Among the examined concrete or CBCs sustainable solutions, CBCs with PET bottle residual (10
% proportion) proved to offer the lowest peak temperature, compared to the other specimen
types under similar heating conditions.
•
The FE model developed for predicting the time-temperature variation on the exposed faces and
in the volume of the tested cubes further confirmed the critical role of input thermal loads but
also of the thermal boundaries. It was shown in particular that the actual experimental thermal
scenario for the testes specimens can be hardly predicted with refined FE methods. As such, the
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post-fire mechanical response of the tested cubes necessarily requires the support of dedicated
experiments.
•
The CBCs specimens with PET bottle residual (10 % proportion) were observed to have
considerable lesser reduction in their modulus of elasticity, in comparison to standard concrete
samples, thus resulting in improved post-fire capacity.
•
The concrete and CBC samples damaged more while subjected to non-uniform fire exposure for
same fire duration.
•
Concrete has superior compressive strength, compared to the CBCs with rubber tire fly ash, PET
bottle residual, and brick powder investigated in the present work.
•
CBCs with PET bottle residual showed superior performance followed by CBCs with rubber tire
fly ash, concrete and CBCs with aged brick powder respectively.
•
The SEM micrographs have shown minimum damage in the microstructure of CBC with PET
bottle residual.
•
Empirical models for predicting time-temperature, modulus of elasticity, compressive strength,
stress-strain constitutive laws at elevated temperature were finally proposed.
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